Wax / DeWax

Delamination Equipment
Preparation for tensile strength measurement
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DELAMINATION EQUIPMENT
The delamination equipment is designed for preparation for tensile strength
measurement on composite/insulation products.
The equipment consists of the following elements:
• 8 pcs. 300 x 300mm aluminum plates anchor
• 1 pc. handle to lift the aluminum sheets
• Waxing table, with built-in melting bath for application to aluminum sheets
• De-waxing table with built-in fan heater for waxing of aluminum plates after
delamination test
Waste tray
• Complete exhaust system covering both tables

Wax
Construction:
The Waxing table unit consists of a welded stainless frame (ASIS 304) with a
stainless table surface.
The Wax bath with built-in heating elements is welded into the table surface.
Safety:
The lid for covering the bath is specially constructed for the purpose of ensuring
that a safe operation of the equipment will take place when opening the bath.
Temperature control:
All wax bath units are equipped with a electronic temperature control which
ensures the most costefﬁcient and responsible use of the wax

De Wax
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Construction:
The De-Waxing table unit consists of a welded stainless frame (ASIS 304) with a
stainless table surface
The De-Wax unit is constructed with a pit for de-waxing up to 4 aluminum plates
at one time. The pit is welded into the table surface and supplied with two lids for
optimized friendliness
A Leister HotAir unit is supplied for blowing hot air via special manufactured
manifold which also operates as a holding bar for the aluminum plates when
mounted on special brackets
A wheel mounted drawer is supplied for collecting the material which makes it
easy to empty and clean
Smoke and fumes:
The pit is equipped with 2xø100 holes and 2x90 degrees elbows to connect to
the exhaust and ﬁlterwall
Temperature and timer control:
The equipment is supplied with an electrical control that covers temperature and
timing of the Leister HotAir blowing unit, it functions by pre-setting the timer to
the desired number of minutes where after the unit will stop automatically
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